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Automatic reconstruction of polycrystalline ice 

microstructure froll image analysis: application to 

the EPICA ice core at Dome Concordia, Antarctica 

MICHEL GAY, JEROME WEISS 
Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Geophysique de lEnvironnement du CRS, BP 9, 38402 Saint-Martin-d'Heres Cedex, France 

ABSTRAC. A digital image-processing approach is proposed which a l lows t he ex
traction of two-dimensional polycrysta l l ine ice microstructure (grain boundar ies) from 
thin sec t ions observed be tween cross-po larisers. It is based on image segmentation of 
colour i mages. The method is applied to the preliminary analysis of the shal low (Holo
cene) ice of the European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica ( EPICA) ice core at Dome 
Concordia. Structural parameters, such as t he mean eross-sect ional area, shape anisotro
py and grain morphology, are obtained. The interest and l imitations of th is automatic 
procedure are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

As with m any crystal l ine m aterials, ice m icrostructure, i .e. 

the size and morphology of grains, controls many physical 

and mechanical properties of the material .  It  is therefore 

very important to obtain as complete as possible a descrip

tion of t his microstructure. This includes not only mean 

grain-size measurements ( we will come back later to the de

inition of t he "size"), but a lso size distribution, shape aniso

tropy (e longation of grains along a preferential direction), 

grain morphology ( through t he volume/surface or surface/ 

perimeter relations) and topological characterist ics. More

over, as stressed by Alley and others ( 1986) and Petit and 

others ( 1987), ice microstructure may reco rd the age and 

past history of ice. Indeed, microstructure evolution de

pends on st rain history, t emperature and impurity content 

(Alley and others, 1986; A l ley and Woods, 1996), parameters 

which vary with climate. This is of particular importance 

when studying polar ice f rom deep ice cores. For example, 

correlations have been observed between cl imatic record 

from 15180 isotopic studies a nd mean grain-size evolution in 

polar ice (Duval and Loriu , 1980; Thorsteinsson and others, 

1995). Correlations between grain-size and i mpurity con

tent, though relatively noisy, have also been reported 

(Thorsteinsson and others, 1995; Alley and Woods, 1996). 
Most of the analyses of ice microstructure presented so 

far were performed manual ly  on two-dimensional thin sec

tions. They were therefore l aborious and t i me-consuming. 

For this reason, most of t hese analyses were restricted to the 

study of mean grain-size evolution. Several d iferent meth

ods were used to est imate th is "size". Gow (1969), in polar 

fin, measured the length a nd breadth of the  50 largest crys

tals in each section with a "pocket comparator". These 50 

crystals represented at l east  25% of the total number of 

crystals, but this representat ivity depended on the number 

of crystals  in the section and therefore on the  mean grain

size itsel. These crystals do not therefore represent the en

tire population of grains, especial ly if size distribution 

changes with t ime. Duval and Lorius ( 1980) esti mated mean 
grain-size ('om crystal-counting on a given area, but did not 

take into account the smallest grains, sometimes of ambigu

ous existence. Once again, the enti re population is not taken 

into account. Thorsteinsson and ot hers (1995) and Alley and 

Woods (1996) used the linear intercept method. A lley and 
\ Voods (1996) reported some data about size distributions 

as well .  Although probably less "subj ective" than t he others, 

th is method can raise some proble ms of interpretation. The 

mean intercept length is related to the mean cross-sectional 

area through t he average morphology of grains which can 

change wi th t ime. Moreover, T horsteinsson and others 

( 1995) performed linear intercept analysis along a unique 

(vertical) direction, which is not representative of real grain 

morphology if grains are not isotropic and if t his shape 

anisotropy is changing (as observed during th is work; see 

below). The definition of grain "size" is actually not t rivial. 
As demonstrated in this work, different size-estimation 

methods can lead to very diferent results (e .g. for grain

growth kinetics; see below), and can therefore be m islead

ing. Another problem with manual methods is related to 

"human" bias. The acuity, concentration and measuring 

ability of a worker can vary greatly during a long, t i ring 

day, especial ly i n  a cold environment. This will probably in

crease the discrepancy of resul ts. 
In order to obtain the most c omplete representation of 

ice microstructure on two-dimensional thin sect ions, all 

the grain boundaries have to be extracted. It is worth noting 

here that th is complete description is necessary ( though 
perhaps not sufficient) to reconstitute three-dimensional 

microstructure from two-dimensional analysis ( Under

wood, 1970). This cannot be reasonably achieved m anually. 

Here, we present an automat ic method, based on image 

analysis, which al lows easy and rapid extraction of ice 

microstructure from thin sect ions examined between 

crossed polarisers. After a technical presentation of the 

method and the image-analysis procedure, we i l lustrate its 

interest with a preliminary study of ice microstructure in 
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the shal low part (Holocene ice) of t he European Project for 

Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) ice core at Dome C, dis

cussing the definition of grain "size", shape anisotropy and 

grain morphology. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The method of extraction of grain boundaries from colour 
images of two-dimensional thin sections is based on image 

segmentation from variation of colour between neighbour

ing grains observed between crossed polarisers. Arnaud 
and others (1998) presented a different technique to reveal 
and automatically characterise pores and grain boundaries 
in fin, based on sample sublimation, coaxial episcopy and 

image analysis. Using this technique, Anaud (1997) deter
mined distributions of grain cross-sectional areas at d ifer

ent depths in firn at ostok station, Antarctica. Though 
worth using to study porous media (e .g. fim), optimal sub

l imation conditions are not easy to obtain, and hence 
sample preparation is dificult and time-consuming. The 

"standard" thin sections used in the present work are easily 
and rapidly obtained. Eicken (1993) proposed an automated 
image analysis of ice thin sections under crossed polar isers. 

Unli ke the present work, this author used a uni"ersal (Rigsby) 
stage and grey-scale digitisation. 

Preparation of thin sections and image recording 

Ice thin sections are prepared by regular microlOming. Sec

tion thickness is an important parameter. The optimised 

thickness is a compromise between large enough colour dif
ferences between grains, and sharp enough colour trans

itions. Too thick sections have great colour differences, but 

grain boundaries appear too thick, with coloured interfer

ence fringes which can be misleading for image analysis. 

Too thin sections have well-defined spatial transitions but 
weak d iferences, most of the grains appearing within a grey 

range of colours. Experience shows that the optimised t hick

ness corresponds to grain colours around a brown-yellow 

range. An example is given in Figure la. Note that in the 
case of examination of columnar ice, with column axis per
pendicular to the section, this t hickness problem would be 

less crucial, grain boundaries being almost perpendicular 
to the section. 

For each thin section, three different pictures are taken 
while crossed polarizcrs are rotated together (at 00, 30 ° and 

600), the thin section itself being fixed with respect to the 
camera. In this way, grains remaining dark for one rotation 
angle are i l luminated for other angles, except if their c axes 

are perpendicular to the section. The image fields must coin
cide for the three different pictures. Note that a universal 
stage is not used in the present analysis. For the analysis of 
the EPICA ice core (see below), slides were taken with a reg

ular camera, then digitalised using a charge coupled device 

colour camera. However, digital image recording can be 
performed directly with a digital camera. The format of the 

images was 640 X 480 pixels. The chosen image field resulted 

from a compromise between a good resolution and a reason
able statistical population of grains, i .e. at least 200. In the 
study of the shallow part of the EPIC A ice core, with mean 
cross-sectional area of grains ranging between 1 and 2 mm2, 
this corresponded to a resolution of 42.5 -lm/pixel .  The 

sampled population of grains varied from about 500 grains 
at 100 m depth to slightly less than 200 grains at 360 m. 
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Fi. . (a) Thin section ofpolar ice examined between crossed 

polarisen, with an optimised thickness for image analysis, 

EP/CA ice core, Dome C (depth 170 m). (b) The C0Tes

ponding bin(1) image of the microstructure (gain bound

aries), aJter digital image processin. 1 and 2 are regions 

where the segmentation of gains was difficult, owing to c 
axes ofgrains perpendicular to the thin section. 

Image analysis 

Image segmentation aims to subdivide the image into 
regions of homogeneous colour characteristics (Gonzalcs 

and \,yoods, 1992). The discontinuities, i .e. grain boundaries 
in the present case, correspond to sharp spatial variations of 

these characteristics. They can be detected using derivative 
operators (or filters; Gonzales and \\Toods, 1992). However, 
pre-processing is generally required in order to remove 

sharp but small variations resulting from noise, while pre
serving large variations. Therefore, any i mage-segmenta
t ion processing should include a pre-processing step in  

order to remove noise and sharpen variations, followed by 
detection of the discontinuities using derivative filters. In 

the digital  image processing developed for ice-microstruc

ture extraction, summarised in Algorit h m  1 and detailed 

below, steps 2. 1 and 2.2 belong to the pre-processing, and 
steps 2.3 and 2.4 correspond to the detection of the discont i
nuities. Within this general framework, several different 
procedures can be considered at each step of the algorithm. 

The a lgorithm proposed results from such trials at each 

step. or example, at step 2.1, a "closing then opening" pro-



Algorithm 1 

For colour image 'i = I - Ill  
begin 

The colour image i is decomposed into three grey-scale 

images, brightness, hue and saturation, called grey-scale 

images 1 , 2  and 3, respecli\'ely 

For grey-scale image j = 1 -3 

begin 

\lorphologic filter: opening lhen closing 

\lcdian filter 

Sobcl filter 

Thresholding 

Skcielonising } binary image j 

end 

Addilion orthe three binar), images j } binar), image i 
cnd 

Addition orlhe three binary images i 
Binary closing: dilation then erosion 

Skclelonising 

Trim 

::} 1l1icrOSlructufr 

cedure (instead of "opening then closing") was tested but 
found to be less efficient in reducing noise (see bclow). 

Although the proposed image-processing was found to be 

the most efficient, this does not exclude the possibility of an

other, completely d i erent, efficient form of proeessi ng, 

The proposed image segmentation processing is as 
follows: 

I. The first colour image (see, e.g., Fig. la), denoted I, is 
decomposed into three grey-scale images, brighlness, hue 

and saturalion (Gonzales and Woods, 1992), denoted grey
scale images I, 2 and 3, respectively. Other decompos

itions of colour images arc possible, but this one is chosen 
because it is used by the human visual system to interpret 

and diferetiate colours. To ca eh pixel of a grey-scale 

image is assigned an intensity, or grey level, from 0 
( black) to 255 (white) and denoted I[x, y]. x and yare 

the pixcl coordinates. The saturation grey-scale image 
corresponding to Figure la is shown in Figure 2a, as wcll 
as the variation of intensity along a section, 

2, For each grey-scale image 1-3, the following steps are 
performed: 

2.1. Morphologic JiLter. This filter consists of an opening 
operation, followed by a closing operation. An opening 

operation is an erosion followed by a dilation, whereas a 
closing operation is the reverse. Erosion of a grey-scale 
image consists in assigning to each pixcl the minimum 
intensity of the set of pixels corresponding to this pixcl 

and its neighbours (eight nearest neighbours in the pres
ent analysis). Similarly, dilation assigns the maximum 
intensity of the set to the pixcl. More details are given 

in Gonzales and Woods (1992). This filter reduces high

frequency noise, and allows the removal of insignificant 
features such as microcracks and pits. The result for a 

typical image is shown in Figure 2b. 

2,2. MedianJiller. The median m of a set of \'alues is such 

that half the \'alues in the set are < m and half are > m. 

In order to perform median filtering in the neighbour-

Gay and vVeiss: Polycystalline ice microstllcturejrom image analysis 

hood of a pixel, first the intensities I of the pixel and of 

its neighbours are sorted, then the median is determined 

and assigned to the pixel. In the present analysis, wc lim
ited the calculation to the eight nearest neighbours. This 

filter reduces noise while preserving the sharpness of the 

discontinuities, The result is shown in Figure 2c. 

2,3. SobelfiLLer, This filter is a derivative filter which de
tects discontinuities of intensity. The gradient of inten
sity (along directions x and y) is calculated. The 

maximum value ofdI/dx and dI/dy is assigned to the 
pixel. This results in low \'alues for homogeneous 

regions, and very high values along discontinuities 
(grain boundaries) . Thresholding will therefore be easy 
to perform, in order to extract these discontinuities. 

More details about Sobcl filtering are given in Gonzales 
and Woods (1992). The image obtained is shown in Fig

ure 2d with its associated grey-level histogram. 

2,4, Tzreszolding. A threshold is defined on the histogram 

(Fig. 2d) by visual testing: the operator "moves" the 

threshold along the grey scale and selects the best result 

for the thresholding of boundaries. A grey level of 255 

(white) is assigned to the pixcls above the threshold, cor

responding to discontinuities, and a grey level of 0 

(black) is assigned to the pixels below the threshold, 
This results in a binary image. The three thresholds de

termined for the three grey-level images (brightness, hue 

and saturation) are memorised. They wi I I be used [or 

thresholding of the other two colour images, in order to 

accelerate the process. 

2,5, Skeletonising. This operation, also called thinning, de
termines the skcleton, one pixel wide, o[ the white 

regions of the binary image. This classical algorithm is 
detailed in Gonzales and oods (1992). The skeleton is 

shown in Figure 2e. 

3, The three binary images resulting from digital proces

sing (steps 2,1-2,5) of the three grey-level images are 
summed. 

4. Operations 1-3 are repeated [or the other two colour 
images, II and Ill, using the pre\'iously memorised 
thresholds (see above), 

5. The three binary images arising from each of the three 

colour images I-HI are summed, The binary image 
obtained results from the addition of 3 x 3 = 9 binary 
images. The result is shown in Figure 2. 

6, Binary closing (dilation then erosion) . After step 5, 

because the three colour images do not coincide per
fectiy, grain boundaries appear blurred, Binary closing 

allows blurred boundaries to be reassembled .  

7, Skeletonising, 

8. Final trimming to remo\'e "dead-end" branches. 

The microstructure obtained at the end o[ this algo

rithm is shown in Figure Ib, to be compared with onc of 

the three starting colour images (Fig, la). Structural and to
pological parameters can now be computed on this final 
binary image. The digital image-processing proposed by 

Eicken (1993), though diferent, included some operations 

similar to that employed here, such as grey-scale image 

opening or Sobel filtering. The order specified in Algorithm 
I is important. f one step is omitted, the quality of image 
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Fi. 2. Successive modifications f a digitaL image f grains. (a) Saturation g ry-scaLe image f the coLour image f Figure la. 

Left: fuLL image. Right: variation f intensity aLong a section, indicated by a white Line on the Left. (b) Grey-scaLe image after 

morphoLogic fiLter. ( c) Gry-scaLe image after medianfiLter. (d) Gry-scaLe image after SobeLfiLter. Right: corresponding grey

LeveL histogam. (e) Binary image ater threshoLding and skeLetonising f the image in ( d). j) Binary image ater summation of 

3 x 3 = 9 binary images simiLar to that in ( d) (see text for detaiLs). 



segmentation decreases and we lose grain boundaries. The 

morphologic, median and S obel il ters are non-linear ilters 

(Gonzales and Woods, 1992). The use of linear filters was at
tempted, but it results in a broadening of the t ransitions (or 

discontinuities), thus making t hresholding more dificult. 
An intrinsic l imitation of t he proposed method is clearly 

illustrated in Figure lb. W hcn neighbouring grains have 

very simi lar c-axis orientations perpendicular to t he section, 
they remain dark on the three colour images and are not 

easily segmented. This effect, which is particularly pro
nounced in Figure lb, could be reduced with t he help of a 

universal Rigsby stage. This l imitation has l i tt le effect on 

the calculation of mean paramcters (e.g. mean area, mean 
perimeter) but can have an efect on grain-size distribution 

towards the large sizes. The same l imitations apply to man

ual estimation of grain-sizes. Note that a manual addition of 
the "obvious" missed boundaries can be performed easily on 
t he computer. Another way to deal with this problem is to 

remove t he most suspicious regions (e.g. regions 1 and 2 in 
Fig. lb)  from the subsequent statistical analyses. 

APPLICATION TO THE EPICA ICE CORE (A PRE

LIMINARY STUDY) 

The EPICA ice-coring started at Dome Concordia 
(75°06' S, 123°24' E; 3233 m a.s. l .) during the austral summer 

1996-97, and reached 363 m depth at the cnd of the 1997-98 
field season. D uring this season, thin sections of ice were 

produced along the core at 100-360 m depth, fol lowing the 

procedure described above, t hen digitalised and analyzed at 
the Laboratoire de Glaciologie at Gcophysique de l'Envir
onnment (LGGE). Most of them were vertical th in sections 
about 8 cm wide and (along the vertical direction) 11 cm 

long. Only a fraction of t he section, representing a surface 

of about 27.2 mm x 20.4 mm, was digitalised. At three dif
ferent depths (120,218 and 357m), three images were digita
lised from the same section, but with different image fields, 

in order to estimate the experimental scatter on the struc
tural parameters extracted. A few horizontal t h in sections 

were also produced and digi tal ised at the same resolution. 
From the microstructures obtained after image analysis, 

numerous structural and topological parameters can be 

extracted in order to characterise the material .  To i l lustrate 

the potential of the procedure described above, we will now 
focus on three problems: the definition of grain "size", and its 
influence on grain-growt h  kinetics; shape anisotropy; and 

morphology of grains. 

Mean grain-size and grain growth 

Like many crystalline materials (see, e.g. , Ralph, 1990) at 

elevated relative temperature ( at least T /TF > 0.5), polar ice 

experiences grain growth through time. The driving force for 

grain growth arises from a reduction of the total grain
boundary free energy within t he system (Duval and Lorius, 
1980; Ralph, 1990). Normal grain growth, i.e. a linear in

crease of the mean cross-sectional area, A, with t ime t (Alley 

and oods, 1996), has been reported for shallow ice of cold ice 
sheets (Gow and Williamson, 1976; Duval and Lorius, 1980). 

A = Ao + Kt, (1) 
where Ao is t he initial mean cross-sectional area and K is a 

constant showing an Arrhenius dependence on tempera-

Gay and Weiss: PoycystaLLine ice microstructureJrom image anaysis 

ture. This was sometimes expressed as a parabolic g rowth 
l aw for the mean g rain "size" 2: 

(2) 
It is not the purpose of the present work to discuss t he valid

i ty, the physical or  c l imatic signiicance of such a growt h  law 

(see Alley and o t hers, 1986; Petit and others, 1987). e wil l  

restrict our analysis to the relationship between grain "size", 

d, and grain cross-sectional area, A, and to the influence of 

t he method of s ize estimation on subsequent growt h  l aw. 

Figure 3 shows the  evolution of t he mean squared grain

size, 22, with dep th  for the EPICA ice core, 22 being esti

mated by a diferent method. The first method ( squares) 

c orresponds to t he averaging of c ross-sectional area of 

grains, A, easil y  obtained from image analysis of an ice-mi

crostructure map such as that shown in Figure lb. C i rcles 

represent the mea n  cross-sectional area of the 50 l argest 

grains in each section, A50, a way of estimating grain-size 

similar to that employed by Gow (1969). Triangles c orres

pond to the square of the mean l inear intercept l eng th, £2. 

At the three depths where three different images were digi

ta l ised from the same sections, t he corresponding diferent 

est imations of t he mean cross-sect i onal area fal l  w i th in a 

range of about 0.30 mm2, whatever the method used 

(A, A50 or £2). Estimation of £ was performed automati

cal ly with lines a long the vertical and horizontal directions 

and a l ine crossing the image each two pixels. This obviously 

represents a much larger line densi ty  than those used for 

manual measures, t hus reducing scat ter. These three differ-
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ent datasets are well described by l inear its, but wi th di ffer
ent slopes. For shallow ice of large ice sheets, a l inear rela

t ionship between depth and age, t, is a very reasonable 

approximation. Therefore, the Figure 3 data seem to sup

port Equation (I). However, the constant { varies w i th  the 

method used to evaluate the mean squared grain-si ze  up to a 

factor of about 2 (see Table I). Moreover, if one extends the 

l inear fit for A50 up to the surface (0 m), a much larger 
"initial" value is found compared to the A or [} methods. 

This results from a bias introduced by a representativity 

evolving with mean grain-size (see above). The relat ionship 

between A and the mean cross-sect ional area of the 50 larg
est grains, A50, is not trivial and obviously depends on size 

d istribution, which could change over t ime and from site to 

site (because of temperature and climatic diferences). 

During normal grain growth, t he shape of the grain-size 

d istribution is not supposed to change, and some authors 
have proposed log-normal distributions to describe experi

mental data or results of computer simulation (see, e.g., 

Atkinson, 1988; Anderson and others, 1989). Such a dis tribu

t ion, however, so far has no theoretical basis. Moreover, the 

peak value and t he standard deviat ion of the distribution 

change over time. Therefore, an estimation of activation 

energy for grain growth by comparison of grain-growth 

kinetics, deduced from the A50 method, at diferent sites 

with different mean annual temperatures (see, e . g. ,  Gow, 

1969), has to be made with cauti on. As mentioned above, 
an additional problem of the A50 method comes from the 

increasing representativity of the 50 largest grains as the 

mean grain-size increases. In the present analysis, this 

representativity increased from about 10% at 100 m to 25 % 
at 360 m, which is less than in t he Gow (1969) analysis 

( �25 % ). To examine a possible effect of such increasing 

representativity, we computed the mean cross-sectional 

area of the largest 25% of grains in each section, A25% (see 

Fig. 3). With  this method, the extrapolation of the l inear it 

up to 0 m is very close to that  found with the A or L2 
methods (see Table I), and 75 % of the available information 

is still lost. 
In classical normal grain-growth analytical models 

( two-dimensional models; see, e.g. , Hi l lert, 1965, adapted by 
Alley and others, 1986 for ice; Atkinson, 1988), the critical size 

parameter, dcrit or Acrit , such that  grains larger t h an Acrit 
grow and smaller grains shrink, is equal to A (or d). Any 

other value of A, including the mean cross-sectional area of 
t he 50 largest grains, has much less physical signiicance 

with respect to t heoretical models. However, three-dimen

sional parameters such as the mean grain volume would have 

even more physical meaning. From three-dimensional com

puter simulations of normal grain growth, Anderson and 
others (1989) showed that, if the morphology of grains i s  such 

that grain shapes are compact and exhibit close to minimal 

surface areas with respect to grain volume at all t imes, then 

t he "true" grain-growth kinetics, based on the evolution of 

the mean grain volume, is very close to the kinetics derived 

from two-dimensional parameters (mean cross-sect ional 

area, A). In particular, the same constant < is found (Ander

son and others, 1989). This similitude does not hold if  mor

phology is changing over time. To the authors' knowledge, 

the only available dataset on the distribution of grain vo

lumes and corresponding cross-sections and l inear intercepts 

for a "realistic" microstructure is Anderson and other (1989). 

On th is ( l imited) basis, we argue that t he mean cross-sec

t ional area method (A )  is the most "exact" for deriving t rue 

three-dimensional grain-growth kinetics from thin-section 

analyses. In Table I, t he constant { obtained with the 50 

largest grains method is  close to that obtained by Duval and 

Lorius (1980) from a former core dril led at the "old" Dome C 

site ( 74°39' S, 124 ° 10' E, about 70 km from the current Dome 

Concordia drilling site), in agreement wi th  the method used 

by these authors to esti mate grain-sizes. 
The l inear intercept method gives results closer to A 

than the  50 largest grains method. However, for a given 

volume clement (a "grain" ), the relation between A and L 
depends on the element morphology (Underwood, 1970). - -? 
T he ratio AI L- is equal to 3r 18 � 1 . 18 for a sphere. For a 
t runcated octahedron, a volume element al lowing space fi l l 
ing and sometimes used to model grains ( Gibson and Ashby, 

1988), this ratio is about 1 .32. For a space-i ll ing assembly of 
grains of different sizes, isotropic on average, L depends on 

both A and the mean perimeter of grains, s (Underwood, 

1970): 

- A L = r - . 
S (3) 

For a grain assembly with shape anisotropy, the problem 
is even more complex. It is shown below that the average 

shape anisotropy of grains varies with depth (and so time) 
along the EPICA ice core. The l inear intercept method is 

therefore unable to exactly reproduce t he evolution of A 
and t hus the evolution of the mean grain volume, as shown 
by Anderson and others (1989). 

From the above discussion, it appears t hat in two dimen
sions the measure of t he mean cross-sectional area, A, is the 
size definition (d " A1/2 ) with the best physical signifi
cance. This measure is dificult to determine manually, a 

fact which shows the relevance of the automatic procedure 
described here. 

Finally, one can notice in Figure 3 that the mean crystal  
sizes obscrved on horizontal sections are systematical ly 
sl ightly larger than expected from the regression analysis, 
whatever the definit ion of the size. This results from the f lat

tening of grains on the horizontal plane (see below). 

Shape anisotropy 

In order to show a possible anisotropy of grain shape, the 

rat io  between the mean l inear intercepts in the horizontal 

(X) and vertical (Z) directions, Lxi Lz ,  has been ca  1-

Ta ble 1. Grain-growth kineticsJo r t he s hallow fJ art ( Ho loc ene i ce) Jthe EPICA i ce co re, deduc edfro m derent grain-siz e dfinitions (see 
t extJo r  det ai ls) .  G rain-growth kinetics are ex pressed in t erms J mean squared grain-size vs depth: d2 = 6 + {' z, where z is depth ( m) 

<' (mm2 m I) 
R2 (regression coeT.) 
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Fig. 4. Evoluti on ifshape ani sot ropy wit h  depth from the slz al
low p ari if the EPICA ice c ore . 'i angle s: ve rtic al thin sec
t i on s; ani solopy measu red by Lx I Lz (Z: ve rtic al 
directi on, X: hori zon t al di reclion ) .  Square s: horizont al t hin 
secti on s; ani sol roj.) measu red by Lxi Ly ( X  and Y: hori 
z on tal directi ons). 

culatcd on vertical th in  sections ( Fig. 4). This ratio is system

atical ly larger than I, which means t hat the grains are flat
tened along the horizontal plane. Flat tening seems to 
increase with depth, from about 1 .05 at 100 m o about 1 . 1 2  

at 18 0-200 m,  then remains roughly constant up to  360 m.  
At the  three dept hs where three di f ferent images were digi

tal ised from the same sections, the d ifferent estimations of 
Lx I Lz fal l  within a range of about 0.03-0.04, except for 
onc i m age at 357 m which exhibits a surprisingly low flat ten

i ng. On the other hand, grains are isot ropic on horizontal 

thi n sections, wi th  a ratio Lx I Ly, clo. e to I (Y is a second 
horizo ntal direct ion). Such a shape anisotropy makes the 
l ink hl'tween L and A even more difficult to establish ( sec 
above). 

Grain morphology 

In Figure 5 is plotted t he evolution of t he ratio AIs2 ( cross
sectional areajperimeter2) averaged over all the grains of 
the sect ion, with depth. This adimensional mean form fac

tor, which is maximum for spheres (AIs2 = 1 /4r � 0 .08), 
is a measure of the average grain m orphology. The l atter is 

remarkably stable during grain grow th, around a value of 
0.055. This suggests that grain morphologies arc close, on 

average, to an equil ibrium-minimising surface area ( in  

three dimensions) w ith  respcet to  grain volume, whi le sub
ject to topological constraints and flat tening. 

CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT 

An automatic procedure, based on colour-image analysis of 

Gay and tei ss: Polycry st aLLine ice mic rost ruct u refrom i mage an alysi s 
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Fig. . Evoluti on f the ave rage gain m01plw loy, exp re ssed b y  
t heJormJact or AI S 2  averaged ove r aLL t he grain s f the sec 
ti on, wit h  dJlh,jor t he shaLLow part f t he EPICA ice core . 
A rrows indic ateJor c omp ari son, theformfact or if three sim
p le two-dimen si on al shape s (ci rc le, square and equi lateral 
t ri ang le ) .  

thin sect ions observed between crossed polarisers, has been 
devcloped in order to ext ract two-dimensional (cross-sec

tional ) ice m icrostructure. From these m icrostructures, nu
merous st ructural, morphological and topological 
parameters can be determined to characterise the material 

and i ts  evolution. This has been illustrated with three 
examples on the shallow ice of the EPIC A ice core, includ

ing mean cross-sectional a rea of grains, shape anisotropy 
and a\'erage grain morphology. 

However, averaged val ues of parameters are not suffi
cient to fol low in detail the  evolution of the  microstructure. 

For example, the evolut ion of grain-size distribution 
through t ime can be used to diferentiate grain-growth re
gimes ( no rmal vs abnormal ;  see, e.g. ,  Hi l lert ,  1965; Ralph, 

1990). Statist ical distribut ions of parameters can be ex
tracted easi ly and automatically from microstructures such 

as that represented in  Figure lb. Anaud ( 1997) obtained 
such dist ributions for ostok Gn, using a d iferent technique 

to reveal the  microstruct ure (see abm·e). 

Topological parameters (e.g. the number of sides per 
grain ( i n  t wo dimensions ) ), are also important for charac
terising t he physics of polycrystalline materials (Atkinson, 

1988), including ice (Anaud, 1997). Topological two-dimen
sional parameters are eas i ly obtained from reconstructed 
ice microstructures. 

The ultimate goal of t he study of ice microstructure is to 

infer t hree-dimensional parameters, such as volumes of  
grains, om two-dimensional parameters obtained on 
cross-section. This i s  a difficult problem. As noted above, in  

the case  of isotropic microstructures and compact grain 

shapes, mean grain volume could be correctly estimated 
from the mean cross-sect ional area (Anderson and others, 
1989). This is no longer t rue for anisotropic microstructures 

or changing morphologies. Thor\'aldsen ( 1997) stressed that 
two polycrystals with identical mean l inear intercepts on a 
two-di mensional section can have diferent mean grain 
volumes, depending on grain-volume dist ribut ion and grain 

shapes. The  correspondence between cross-sectional area 
distributions and grain-volume dist ributions is even less 
straightfo rward (Anderson and others, 1989). A complete 

description of the two-d i mensional m icro t ructure, and 
especially statistical distributions of structural  and topologi

cal parameters, is necessary, though perhaps not sufficient, 
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and simplifying stereo logical hypotheses on isotropy and 
morphology are required in order to infer three-dimen

sional parameters. Such an analysis would be impossible to 
perform from manual analysis of thin sections. 
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